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Easy Clean (1l)

1l ... Art. nr 04.1153
5l ... Art. nr 04.1158
25l ... Art. nr 04.1160
200l ... Art. nr 04.1159

Easy Clean is a professional liquid cleaner for use on just about any kind of surface. It removes
nicotine, grease, dirt, salt and silicone and is also very effective in removing insects.
Because Easy Clean does not affect the surface, it is extremely well suited as a general cleaner.
Therefore the product can be used safely but very effectively to clean delicate parts such as hard and
soft plastics, lacquer, aluminium, chrome and canvas. It is also ideal for covering materials such as
textiles, rubber, leather, imitation leather and various plastics.
Easy Clean is a thin liquid and therefore very easy to apply from a spray bottle or pressure tank. It
can also be added as a cleaning product to a pressure cleaner. On heavily dirtied unpainted surfaces
its cleaning power can be increased by using a brush. On painted surfaces the same effect can be
achieved using a sponge. When used outdoors the object can be rinsed off with a pressure or steam
cleaner after just a few minutes' working time. The cleaning effect is optimal after a few minutes.
Easy Clean is ready to use and does not require further dilution. Due to its packaging in a 1 litre
spray bottle Easy Clean is very user-friendly and can be applied directly. The product is also available
in economical 5 litre and 25 litre cans for easy storage.
Properties:
- Suitable for just about all surfaces (plastic, rubber, textile, leather, etc.).
- Very easy to use.
- Cleans deeply, safely and quickly.
- Ideal for removing silicones and nicotine.
- Does not stripe.
- Leaves a fresh smell behind.

Cleaners / Polishes

Bottle with pulverizor - 1000ml

